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ir George Stapledon, founder of the institution

that was to become IGER, had a vision of

science as a tool to sustain and improve the social,

cultural and economic infrastructure of Britain's

grassland.  We describe here how this legacy

continues in the modern era of social change driven

by, and in turn demanding accountability from,

developments in science and technology.

Taking science to the public

IGER is committed to informing the public of our

research activities through a range of media.  Its web

site (http://www.iger.bbsrc.ac.uk) is increasingly the

first point of community and world-wide access to

information about IGER and its outputs.  For the past

5 years the IGER web site has hosted our online only

Annual Report. All material produced in other

formats (for example IGER Innovations, hard copy

fact sheets, displays or posters from public access

shows) is also available online.

IGER engages actively and regularly with non-

governmental organisations and this enhances the

range of external contacts with broad sectors of all

those interested in rural affairs.  For example staff

regularly contribute to training workshops for

Farming Wildlife Advisory Group field officers and

our North Wyke site is a LEAF (Linking

Environment And Farming) innovation centre.  The

Institute has also taken its science into some

unexpected cultural areas. A Science-Art

collaboration between IGER geneticists and artists

working with grass and other natural materials has

been widely reported in print and broadcast media

and has produced prominent public displays of the

art work and the science behind it at major

international venues, including the V&A in London

and the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston.

As a contribution to the 50 year celebrations of the

discovery of the structure of DNA, IGER promoted

a poetry competition in collaboration with a national

bookshop chain and local poets. 

For many years the two main IGER sites have been

involved in BBSRC-funded interactions with school

children and teachers as part of Science, Engineering

and Technology week and other events.  The Institute

has hosted Nuffield sixth-form bursaries that allow

school students the opportunity to carry out a

sustained piece of research around the time that they

are deciding on their university options. The Institute

also provides speakers for school events both locally

and nationally, including venues such as the Royal

Institution.
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Fig 11.1 Assembling models of DNA during an IGER schools
event
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Exploring science issues through dialogue

IGER has organised and participated in a number of

activities aimed at exploring the issues with local

stakeholders, policy makers and politicians. Two

conferences were organised with the Countryside

Council for Wales, the Council for the Protection of

Rural Wales and the University of Wales, Bangor

under the broad title Agriculture, Conservation and

Environment. Further similar policy dialogues have

followed in relation to a Welsh Environmental

Strategy and, in parallel, discussions sponsored by

the South-West Regional Development Agency.

IGER has promoted debates involving specialists

and the general public. A BBSRC Dialogue Award to

enhance public access to science was made to staff

from IGER and Rothamsted Research as members of

the organising committee of an international

scientific conference on organic farming held at

Harper Adams University College, Shropshire.  The

first of a series of open annual debates was held in

September 2004 at Aberystwyth on whether

consumption of meat is compatible with sustainable

agriculture.

IGER staff started the Aberystwyth Science Café

(ASC) in 2005 and the organising group has

subsequently grown to include colleagues from the

University of Wales Aberystwyth, a sixth-former

from the local secondary school and a retired

academic.  ASC has been developed in partnership

with Aberystwyth Arts Centre and is supported by

Techniquest, Cardiff, which receives funding from

COPUS (the Council for the Public Understanding

of Science) to promote Science Cafés in Wales.  ASC

events take place in the Theatre Bar of Aberystwyth

Arts Centre.  The theme for the evening is introduced

by a guest speaker and the meeting then opens up to

become a forum for debate.  In this way scientists

and the public get to meet informally on neutral

ground and engage in discussion about science

issues, in much the same way as people in bars and

cafés have always indulged in passionate debates

about sport or last night's television.

Promoting public engagement with science

strategy

IGER employs dedicated staff specifically to get

information out to farmers, land users and policy

makers, and to receive feedback that might influence

our science.  This activity is an effective route for

what has become known in science policy circles as

‘upstream engagement’, since these users are not

scientists by training.  An example of this approach

to interaction with the user community is the current

Grassland Development Centre, funded by the EU

and the Welsh Assembly Government, one of the

Development Centres in Farming Connect which

supports farming and rural development in Wales.

Another is Grassland Challenge, a joint venture

Fig 11.2 Participants in the first IGER Science and Society
debate. Left to right: Arthur Davies, Colin Tudge, Jules
Pretty (Chairman), Michael Abberton and Roger Wilkins

Fig 11.3 The Aberystwyth Science Café is held in the
Aberystwyth Arts Centre Theatre Bar
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between IGER, Duchy College and five Cornish

Grassland Societies aimed at bringing the latest

farming information and research findings to

grassland farmers in Cornwall.

Another means of interacting with our user

community has been through the IGER Associates

scheme (established in 1998).  The approximately

300 members (representing grassland farmers, the

agricultural supply and livestock industries, national

and local government and agri-environment

agencies) are involved in the development of some

of our more applied research programmes.

Associates are invited to a range of other events and

workshops, including an annual conference, and

have access to a dedicated, password entry IGER

Associates website.

IGER has maintained a strong commitment over

many years to presenting its science through open

days, a range of knowledge transfer activities and a

presence at various agricultural shows.  For example,

the Institute has a prizewinning dedicated stand at

the Royal Welsh Show, and a popular site (‘Science

Within Tent’) at the Devon County Show.  In a new

departure at the Royal Welsh Show in July 2004,

visitors were invited to participate in a survey to help

inform future IGER research priorities – ranking the

top five issues which they believed would have the

most impact on farming and the rural environment.

Results were: (1) Food safety and traceability; (2)

Pollution management; (3) Global food supply; (4)

Animal welfare; (5) Land managed for landscape

and wildlife.

We are committed to continued fruitful interactions

with our local and extended communities.

Fig 11.4 IGER organises many open days where ideas emerging from the research programme are discussed with visitors

Contact: tony.gordon@bbsrc.ac.uk


